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In 2015, I was having conversations on the topic of racial reconciliation within
my personal friend group and Christian community in Austin, Texas. As a
result of those conversations, Be the Bridge was launched in 2016. In 2019,
when Be the Bridge moved its headquarters to Atlanta, Georgia, I could not
have foreseen what our country would go through in the years that followed. 

Be the Bridge produced resources, workbooks, classes and forums to
facilitate conversations leading to racial healing, authentic relationships and
community building––then, in 2020, we saw our world face a pandemic and a
racial reckoning. 

We worked diligently to create pathways leading to empathy and healing.
Conversations resulted in real heart transformation and eyes opening to see
the injustices that people of color face every day in America. 

Since 2016, Be the Bridge has grown to more than 2,000 community groups
worldwide and 163 Be the Bridge regional groups. As a result, people have
used these resources to host conversations at their schools and workplaces,
engage their faith communities, write books and songs, create films, join
community school boards, lead local rallies, advocate for and pay
reparations, and advocate for policy change. 

I am grateful for the support we have received over these last five years and
looking forward to what is ahead. 

With gratitude,

Latasha Morrison

Dear Bridge-Builders,

Founder & President

Founder
FROM OUR

Letter



We empower people and culture toward
      racial                       and                        reconciliation.healing, equity

Inspire

About Us

We inspire people to have a distinctive and
transformative response to racial division and

be intentional toward racial reconciliation.

How We Work

Equip
We equip bridge-builders with the tools
to foster and develop the vision, skills

and heart for racial healing.

Partner
We partner with existing organizations

who have a heart for racial justice,
restoration and reconciliation.

Our Values

Truth Telling  •  Humility  •  Respect  •  Confession  •  Grace  •  Justice  •  Reconciliation



OUR Story
In 2015, our founder Latasha Morrison gathered a diverse
group of Christian friends to process the current state of race
and racism in America. They committed to meeting regularly
to listen to and learn from one another. Between meetings,
they looked to scripture to see what the Bible had to say and
they educated themselves about our country's racial history.

That’s how Be the Bridge was born: from authentic, God-
centered relationships and conversations between people
committed to loving their neighbor by pursuing racial
healing, equity and reconciliation. 

And those conversations were just the beginning.

This year, we celebrate five years of Be the Bridge, which has
evolved into a thriving global community and a robust
collection of resources. Some of those resources include
2,000 BTB Groups and counting, more than 74,000 members
in our main Facebook Group, 24,000 downloads of our
discussion guides, an anti-racism training program, nearly
800,000 podcast downloads, and countless eyes opened and
hearts changed.
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Be the BridgeBeginnings

Facebook Group forms
with 70 members; First

discussion guide is created

2015

Release of "BTB 101:
Foundational Principles

Every White Bridge-Builder
Needs to Understand"

2017

BTB is awarded a grant from
Facebook; Latasha is one of five
(and the only in North America)

organizational leaders to be
selected as a resident in Facebook’s

Community Leadership Program

2018

Be the Bridge is founded as a
501c3 and receives a grant

from Legacy Collective;
Second edition of our

discussion guide is released

2016

What began as a Facebook group of people committed to having
honest conversations about race grew into a journey that fueled the
development of our first discussion guides, our founding as a non-
profit organization and a grant that would propel our work forward.
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From hiring our first full-time staff, developing our infrastructure,
leading workshops and equipping bridge-builders both young
and old, our primary focus in 2019 was to lay a strong foundation
for Be the Bridge to thrive as an organization. 

As we worked year-round to develop the tools, resources
and training to equip our bridge-building community, we
could not have anticipated what 2020 would have in store
for us––or the rest of the world.

April

Our first full-time staff is
hired––Latasha and our
Director of Operations

May

Be the Bridge Live is
hosted in Wilmington,

North Carolina with local
bridge-builders

July

BTB Youth program is
launched; Student

Leadership Institute is held
in Atlanta with 35 students
from around the country

August

Operational infrastructure
and processes are

developed; Director of
Programs is hired

September

Our first official training is
held for 75 church staff

and leadership in Atlanta

October

Latasha releases her
book, "Be the Bridge:

Pursuing God's Heart for
Racial Reconciliation"

2019:A Year of Momentum

January

The first Be the Bridge
Live event is hosted in
Atlanta, Georgia with
local bridge-builders
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June

Be the Bridge Podcast debuts;
Recurring donors grow from 140 to

1,000; 1,600 vocational ministers join
the new BTB Ministry Facebook Group

July

Be the Bridge is one of 13
organizations in North America

and 77 worldwide to be selected
for the six-month Facebook

Community Accelerator program

August

Training Department is launched
with the hire of Director of Training
& Strategy due to the high demand

for anti-racism training

September

"We Need to Talk: A BIPOC
Guide to Healing Ourselves"

is released

We saw an explosive response from the nation as people protested,
purchased books by authors of color, sought out educational
resources and made commitments to racial justice and equity in
their workplaces, communities and in their churches. In 2020 alone,
Be the Bridge saw tremendous growth with nearly 50,000 new
members of our Facebook Group and 20,000 new donors.

2020 was a year of national racial reckoning. Black and brown
Americans bore the brunt of not only the pandemic's devastation,
but also the racial violence and trauma that was caught on video
and exposed for the world to see. Thousands of people across
the country and around the globe took to the streets to protest
police brutality and systemic racism as a result.

2020:A Racial Reckoning

Spring

50,000 people join our Facebook
Group; Regional sub-groups grow
from 4,575 to 14,000 participants
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January

Marketing & Communications
Manager is hired; First

organizational budget is built

February

Revamped Whiteness
Intensive is released

March

Be the Bridge hires
Director of Development 

June

Be the Bridge celebrates five
years as an organization!

August

Building Bridges: Discussion
Guide 3.0 is released; hires a
Content & Editorial Manager

September

Be the Bridge hires new
Director of Programs

The outpouring of support we received in 2020 paved the way for a year of big
impact. This is a critical time in American history, and our work at Be the Bridge
is needed now more than ever as we equip and empower people toward racial

healing, equity and reconciliation. The conversations we're having, the
resources we're providing and the community we're building are all crucial to

carrying this work forward––and none of it would be possible without you.

2021:A Year of Growth
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22,000
2,000

74,000

BTB GROUPS ACROSS ALL 50
STATES AND IN 15 COUNTRIES

WEBINAR VIEWS

24,000
DISCUSSION GUIDE

DOWNLOADS

OUR FACEBOOK GROUP HAS GROWN
FROM 70 MEMBERS IN 2015 TO

20,228
TOTAL DONORS

BTB by the Numbers



WE PEOPLE TO HAVE A                  AND                       RESPONSEinspire transformativedistinctive
TO RACIAL DIVISION AND BE                  TOWARD RACIALintentional reconciliation.

COMMUNITY STORIES

We have engaged in tough conversations, but 
they have created room for growth, understanding,
and friendship. While our Be the Bridge Group
completed the study a couple of months ago, we
still meet monthly to check in with one another,
share experiences, and even confide in each other
when we experience things in the world that bring
us pain, joy, and grief. I am so blessed to have met
new friends through this ministry that I really
believe care about me and desire to see our world
as a better place for future generations.

PORSCHE SEALS

The Be the Bridge Transracial Adoption Guide
has been an incredible resource for our family.
The information has helped us learn areas of
adoption we were unaware of, as white parents,
and has helped shape how we will intentionally
raise our daughter.

JASON & KATIE AIST

I got connected to the Be The Bridge community
when I moved to the Atlanta area about three
years ago. I started out as a member of the
Facebook Group, then became a monthly donor
and later co-led a group in my community. We just
finished up our first group, and now our multi-
campus church has people who are willing to start
groups in the other locations to multiply the
necessary bridge-building work. Be The Bridge,
through Latasha's leadership and her amazing
staff, have helped me and many others really see
with God's eyes the deep wounds from 
our country's racism and how we can play a role in
the necessary healing. 

JOHN DALE
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“My experience with Be the Bridge has
brought me into community with my BIPOC
brothers and sisters, and that's been
extremely rewarding. This group of people
has taught me how to listen deeper, how 
to care, how to be concerned and exercise 
a deeper level of empathy and love that I
haven't really known before.“

“Being part of the BIPOC group opened 
my eyes to seeing I wasn’t alone. Almost
everyone had experienced a level of pain from
racialized trauma. Our group embraced me
with open arms. I felt so supported and I have
grown so much over this past year, largely due
to the community I have met through the
BIPOC Discussion Guide group.“

“I am learning that I will never fully understand
the trauma that others experience daily and
weekly. So I will be listening for the rest of my
life. I would consider it a compliment to be
called an ally at some point, but that isn't my
ultimate goal. My goal is to help others
toward the awareness of inequities that leads
to actions in their spheres of influence.“
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COMMUNITY STORIES



while also being pushed to be my best
and always open to learn and grow. It
has taught me to see the beauty in our
identity and our personal history, but
also how racism has affected us. Be the
Bridge taught me that my voice is
needed and necessary in this work and
that even though I am young, I can
radically change my community.

PAIGE FORD

BE THE BRIDGE HAS GIVEN 

ME SPACE AND COMMUNITY

WHERE I CAN EXPRESS MYSELF 

BTB Youth
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Be the Bridge Groups are the heart and soul of the organization. All across
the country and in many parts of the world, there are hundreds of Be the
Bridge groups that have been meeting in living rooms, churches, college
campuses, coffee shops and—especially this past year—via Zoom calls to
walk through our signature Discussion Guide and engage in conversations
around racial justice. With excerpts from Latasha’s New York Times
bestselling and award winning book, “Be the Bridge,” the Building Bridges
guide is designed to lead a multi-racial group of 6-12 people through a
10-session study on the key steps in the racial reconciliation process.

COMMUNITY GROUPS 

BTB FACEBOOK GROUPS

Our main Facebook Group is a community of people who share a
common goal of creating healthy dialogue about race and racism, with
an emphasis on promoting understanding about racial awareness,
disparities and injustices. We also have Facebook sub-groups for Group
Leaders, BTB Ministry, Transracial Adoption, Black, Indigenous, People
of Color (BIPOC) and regional BTB Groups.

BTB YOUTH

BTB Youth is a program committed to helping young people in middle 
and high school create brave spaces on their campuses and in their
communities where the truth is told, justice is fought for, and reconciliation
is possible. We host a week-long Student Leadership Institute, anti-racism
workshops and monthly teach-ins, book clubs and movie nights to engage
them in conversations around racial healing and solidarity. We also have a
BTB Youth discussion guide, “Say Something: A Guide for Truth-Telling,
Finding Your Voice, and Joining in the Fight for Racial Justice.” 

BTB UNIVERSITY

BTB University provides the framework for working through a college
campus’ racial history and current racial tensions that exist today. Our
process of truth-telling, confession, grace and justice build unity and
empower lasting and true change. "Bridge to Racial Unity" helps students
work through issues on their campuses and encourages participants to
engage in conversations about race with their peers.

BTB Programs
Over the last five years, we have developed nine key
programs to serve and equip bridge-builders around
the world. 

BTB BIPOC

Our BIPOC program acknowledges the needs of Black, Indigenous, People
of Color (BIPOC) who carry a heavy load while bridge-building. Be the
Bridge is committed to be a healing agent in the lives of BIPOC, as well as
equip BIPOC to discover and dismantle white supremacy in their own
minds and hearts. Ultimately, the program seeks to foster unity and
reconciliation within BIPOC groups through the BIPOC Care Facebook
group, our discussion guide “We Need to Talk: A BIPOC Guide to Healing
Ourselves,” as well as the six-week discussion group that covers the guide. 
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BTB101

BTB101 is a program for white people. When it comes to the work of bridge-
building, Be the Bridge focuses on listening to and learning from people of
color. But there’s also some important internal work for white people to do.
We have created multiple resources, including the Whiteness Intensive, to
help people interrogate the construct of whiteness, how it functions, and
how we can dismantle its harmful effects to pursue racial justice and unity.

BTB TRA (TRANSRACIAL ADOPTION)

BTB TRA is a program for intentional cross-race parenting. Unfortunately,
many white parents enter transracial adoption ill-equipped to deal with
the racial realities their child will face. This program provides a deeper
understanding of the complexities of transracial adoption, equips
adoptive parents to increase their racial literacy and explores the ethics of
adoption. A key resource for this program is “Be the Bridge Transracial
Adoption: Foundational Principles for Healthy Cross-Race Parenting.” 

BTB TRAINING

BTB Training provides interactive workshops to churches, organizations
and communities that train staff on cultural intelligence, anti-racism and
implicit bias. Our services include a thorough organizational analysis and
comprehensive diversity audit with a tailored strategy for organizational
restructures toward equity.

BTB MINISTRY

The BTB Ministry program provides tools and resources for pastors and
church leaders who are seeking to lead from a place of racial literacy. This is
a space for vocational ministers and church leadership to talk about issues,
express concerns and ask questions as they lead congregants, no matter the
age. Within this space, they can also ask hard questions about racial literacy,
healing and reconciliation in their personal lives and the church.

I’ve already recommended Be the Bridge to two different friends who work
for Christian non-profits! I can't speak highly enough about the training and

the space it created for our staff to dig deep, open up to one another around
issues of racism, and take big steps forward toward racial reconciliation.

NICOLE S.



WE

BRIDGE-BUILDERS

TOWARD

FOSTERING AND

DEVELOPING 

AND          FOR

RACIAL

equip

vision, skills
heart

healing.

BTB101

3,060 white people have completed our online
BTB101 course, and we filmed eight new video
sessions for our revamped Whiteness Intensive
that was released in 2021.

We released a discussion guide created by
people of color, for people of color called We
Need to Talk: A BIPOC Guide to Healing
Ourselves. Our discussion group for the BIPOC
Guide has had 150 participants, and our
BIPOC Care Facebook Group has tripled in
size. We also released several free webinars
led by trauma-informed therapists to provide
support in response to racism and COVID-19.

BIPOC

We've partnered with non-profit organizations,
churches and companies to provide anti-racism
training for a total of 1,248 participants since
the launch of our training department in 2020.

TRAINING

More than 1,600 vocational ministers joined
the new BTB Ministry Facebook Group, where
we learn about the biblical foundation of the
work of racial reconciliation.

MINISTRY

1,300 adoptive parents, potential adoptive
parents or adoption agency professionals
purchased our Transracial Adoption Guide. We
hosted five webinars featuring seven transracial
adoptees to discuss anti-Asian racism in the
midst of COVID-19 and healthy identity
development in transracial adoptees. We also
hosted a four-part series of panel discussions on
the Netflix docu-series Colin in Black and White. 

TRANSRACIAL ADOPTION

The BTB Youth online community reached more
than 300 students and 50 educators through its
monthly events, teach-ins, movie screenings,
book clubs and crisis response webinars. More
than 100 students attended its first online event.

BTB YOUTH

We began research, connection and vision
casting for the BTB University program and
completed a first draft of the BTB University
discussion guide.

BTB UNIVERSITY

The Be the Bridge Podcast debuted in June
2020 and now has nearly 800,000 downloads.
A few of our notable guests include Jemar
Tisby, Jo Saxton, Stephen Satterfield, Lecrae,
Rich Villodas and Beth Moore.

BE THE BRIDGE PODCAST

OUR IMPACT

From webinars and guides to discussion groups and online events, your support
has allowed us to equip bridge-builders with education, resources and community.



315,292
Educational Guides and

Posts Completed

74,000
Active Participation

80%
Total Members

FACEBOOKGroup
 In the last year, the Be the Bridge Facebook Group has seen 171% growth in

membership with 74,000 bridge-builders and counting. 16,000 of those are also
members of our regional Facebook Groups, where there are opportunities for offline
relationships and local engagement. With 163 regional groups spread out across all

50 states and 16 international groups, we're witnessing a global movement of
bridge-builders committed to racial healing, equity and reconciliation.
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OUR Volunteers
We would not be where we are today without them. By graciously
giving their time and talents over the last five years, our volunteers
have been instrumental in our growth as an organization. 

We thank each and every one of our Be the Bridge group leaders,
Facebook group administrators and moderators, event planners,
researchers and advocates for all that you do to advance our mission
toward racial healing, equity and reconciliation. 

From the very beginning, our volunteers have been the
backbone of Be the Bridge. 
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WE WITH EXISTING ORGANIZATIONS WHO HAVEpartner
A HEART FOR RACIAL                              ANDjustice, restoration reconciliation.

Merch Aid, an initiative that teams up artists
and designers with small businesses and
non-profits, organized a collection of t-shirts
and prints designed by artist Danielle Coke
with all proceeds going to Be the Bridge.

She Reads Truth, a worldwide community of
women who read God’s Word together
every day, donated 100% of proceeds from
their This Is The Gospel Study Book to Be
the Bridge in 2020.

Combining conversations about racial unity
with the opportunity to shop handcrafted
accessories from artisans around the globe,
Noonday Collection donated the proceeds
from its 2020 We See Color campaign to Be
the Bridge.

Kelly Brabants––founder and CEO of fitness
and athleisure brand Booty by Brabants––
hosted a workout fundraiser for Be the
Bridge in 2020 on Instagram Live, and her
community's contributions were matched by
Brabants personally.

Orange partnered with Be the Bridge to
streamline our store services in 2020. Based
in Cumming, GA, they manage the packaging
and shipping of our products, saving BTB
thousands in additional distribution costs.

Latasha (Be the Bridge) received a grant from
Facebook as part of its Community Leadership
Program, which provided training, funding,
and support to 115 community leaders in
2019. Be the Bridge was also accepted into
the Accelerator Program in 2020.



And you!
Every bridge-builder who has partnered with us financially is the
reason why we are still here. Special thanks to all of our donors—
the individuals, families, community groups, foundations, churches
and organizations who believe in this work and choose to partner
with us to invest in lasting change.

5,000
Financial Partners

$2.7 M
Raised Since 2016
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In 2014, Latasha and Jennie Allen, founder
of IF:Gathering, began meeting with a
group of women to have honest and hard
conversations about race. They decided to
model these conversations on stage at the
IF:Gathering Conference. From there, the
first BTB Discussion Guide was created!

With the help of Julie Workman, a North
Carolina bridge-builder and Salesforce
employee, we received pro bono support
to implement Salesforce Maps—allowing
us to visualize our supporters, understand
their interactions with us at every level, and
connect with them in a personalized way.

In 2020, we began a collaboration with 
IJM on a video project for organizations
requesting Be the Bridge training to 
promote an anti-racist workspace and culture.

We partnered with That Sounds Fun in
2020 to launch the Be the Bridge Podcast,
providing listeners with more resources,
stories and deeper conversations to further
our mission. The podcast now has almost
800,000 downloads.

In 2020, we co-hosted a three-part panel
series with AACC called Interconnected,
which addressed the long-standing conflict
between Asian American and African
American communities.

In 2016, we received a grant from Legacy
Collective, which supported us as we grew
our community and expanded both our
programming and training.

https://salesforce.org/volunteers/probono/
https://www.salesforce.com/blog/salesforce-maps-location-intelligence/
https://www.asianamericanchristiancollaborative.com/interconnected
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AheadLOOKING
As we look ahead to what's next for Be the Bridge, 

we are overwhelmed with gratitude for this community and the
support that has helped us get to where we are today.

We are excited to share how your support is moving us forward.

We are developing areas of engagement for volunteering and
recurring giving, creating supplemental resources for the Whiteness
Intensive and BIPOC program, and continually evaluating processes
to better serve, equip and connect with our expansive community.

Many are wrestling with truth, old wounds, a changing cultural
landscape and the intersectionality of so many issues. We recognize
the need within our community for ongoing education, and to meet
that need, we are developing the Be the Bridge Academy. 

The Academy will be a source for numerous trainings and programs,
as well as cohorts on various topics relevant to BIPOC, white,
ministry and business leaders who desire to grow in racial healing,
equity and reconciliation.

As Latasha says in her book Be the Bridge, "The road to racial
reconciliation is long, winding and filled with many bumps and
potholes." But it's worth it, and we're grateful to be on this journey
alongside you. 



Our Team

LATASHA MORRISON

Founder & President

AMANDA ROBERSON

Director of Operations

PATRICIA TAYLOR

Director of Programs

SEAN WATKINS

Director of Training & Strategy

AUTUMN LEE-CASS

Director of Development & Sales

CHRISTINA DONNELL

Marketing & Communications
Manager

LAUREN BROWN

Executive Administrative Assistant
Sr. Podcast Producer

MARIAH HUMPHRIES

Content & Editorial Manager,
Ministry Educator

ELIZABETH BEHRENS

BTB101 Educator & 
Online Community Manager

GINA FIMBEL

BTB101 & TRA Educator,
Operations Assistant

ANDREA MIDDLETON

Group Leader Coordinator
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Our Board

IFEOMA IBEKWE LINDSEY NOBLES

Vice Chair
TED MATTHEWS

Finance Chair

GINA FIMBELJESSICA KIM JENNIFER BARNES

Development Chair
WILL GRAVELY

Secretary

Board Chair
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thank you!
From all of us at Be the Bridge, thank you for partnering
with us in the journey toward racial healing, equity and
reconciliation. We’ve seen tremendous growth and
impact in just five years––but we’re just getting started.

Because of your generosity, we've been able to create
and provide the content, resources and training to equip
bridge-builders around the world. None of this would be
possible without you! 



info@bethebridge.com

bethebridge.com

Contact Us
1151 Hammond Dr. NE
Atlanta, GA 30346

@BeABridgeBuilder

@bethebridge

@BABridgeBuilder

Be the Bridge

Be the Bridge
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Want to partner with us on our mission of racial
healing, equity and reconciliation? Click the links
to connect!

mailto:info@bethebridge.com
https://bethebridge.com/
https://www.facebook.com/beabridgebuilder/
https://www.instagram.com/bethebridge/
https://twitter.com/BAbridgebuilder
https://www.linkedin.com/company/bethebridge/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCMLWkgwF53UExW_8SWEoI7g

